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A national retailer has slashed its recruitment advertising spend by 95% and vastly improved its
candidates' cultural fit since automating its screening and selection processes.

Spendless Shoes national store development and marketing manager Jaimee Charlton has become an
advocate for selection software Expr3ss since her company introduced it 10 years ago, but says she
still encounters many TA teams fearful of using technology to streamline their functions.

"There is a bit of nervousness about, 'well what's my job if it's not reading resumes?', and I just think
there's so much more important work you can do."

The employers likely to achieve the greatest benefits from automating the most labour-intensive aspects
of the recruitment process are those with large workforces, high-volume recruitment needs and high
staff turnover, that tend to hire many contingent and part-time staff in low-skilled positions, where
cultural fit is more important than skills, Charlton says.

But another advantage of streamlining their recruitment processes is "removing the human factor from
the start", because a recruiter's judgment of a CV – such as their tolerance of spelling mistakes – can
vary by the time of day (and even whether or not they've had lunch), she says.

For Spendless Shoes, a company that places emphasis on cultural fit in its recruitment, automating
selection has allowed it to "get to the important stuff quickly" and see issues like spelling mistakes as
secondary factors in job applications.

"Having that objectivity around team members first makes a world of difference," Charlton adds.

Automation drives up candidate satisfaction

Founded in 1988, the Australian-owned company currently operates more than 220 stores across the
country and Charlton says it has received in excess of 354,000 unique applications for its roles over the
past 10 years, including 893 in the 24 hours prior to speaking with Shortlist.

The company recently hired 130 staff across 32 new stores in 12 weeks, led by retail recruitment
manager Nicole Murphy and supported by regional managers.

"Before Expr3ss we would spend approximately $40,000 per year on paid job board ads like Seek; we
now spend less than $2,000," she says, adding that candidates have rated its application process at
4.3 stars out of five.

Video allows candidates to shine

Spendless Shoes is also seeing positive results from adding video to its processes, and Charlton says
"we have definitely progressed people through applications to interview stage because something in
their video has impressed us above and beyond their resume".
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Applicants aren't compelled by Spendless to use video, but the company seldom receives negative
feedback about it being included, she says.

"You might not find passion in a resume, but as soon as they get on screen to tell you about the tips
and tricks they've used in the past to sell things, then all of a sudden there's a light in their eyes...
That's where it's been really beneficial for us."

Do you have a TA story to share? The Shortlist team wants to hear from you.

Related links

Recruitment tech stuck in 'emerging' phase with low adoption rates
Video interviewing improving candidate experience for Aon
Trades franchise cuts time-to-hire with benchmarking tool
Benchmarking tool cutting staff attrition
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